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A: UPDATED If you don't want to use StringBuilder, you can try this public static void main(String[] args) { String line = ""; StringBuilder result = new StringBuilder(); BufferedReader reader = null; try { reader =
new BufferedReader(new InputStreamReader(new URL(line).openStream())); String line; while ((line = reader.readLine())!= null) { result.append(line); result.append(System.getProperty("line.separator")); } int i

= 0; while (reader.ready()) { i = ++i; } System.out.println(result.toString()); } catch (Exception e) { e.printStackTrace(); } finally { try { if (reader!= null) { reader.close(); } } catch (IOException e) {
e.printStackTrace(); } } } Output
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I had anticipated the same. A: You should
not put body that shows the user how to

install your app in the comments of your own
question. If you don't want to include that

code then don't include it - or perhaps - put
the instructions in a separate answer that
you can reference. There is no need to put
the instructions in a comment. Q: Google
Sheets Spreadsheet access outside of the
project in Java I am trying to use a Google

Sheet within my Java application. The
standard example uses the

SpreadsheetService class and/or the Sheets
API. My problem is that I want the user to be
able to modify or pull data from outside of

the Google spreadsheet (which is in a
different project). There are a lot of

examples that say In your application, you
call the service as if it was in a Google Sheet.

I don't get why this is the case, however, I
am able to read data from a spreadsheet
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and add data if I call the service outside of
the project? Is there something I am

missing? A: The code looks correct, maybe
you're missing something. In your example,
do you authorize the spreadsheet before or
the service after this? The code you posted
is correct for a service, as the sample you

referenced is. Have you tried:
SpreadsheetsService service = new

SpreadsheetsService(); service.setUserCrede
ntials(serviceScopes.encodeUserToken()); If

you do this, you also need the user to
authorize the spreadsheet. Here's the

complete example from the documentation.
This code opens the spreadsheet of your

choice, and lists the Sheets API available to
it. /** * Make an authorized API request to

the API. This can only be done from within *
your own application. * * @return A JSON

Object encapsulating the response. */ public
List makeApiRequest() { try { String url = "
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Spy-agent 3.0.0 in 2017 I found this great

software called Spy-Agent which you can get
free it is called Spy-Agent it is a freeware

that you can get for free and that is what we
are going to talk about today we are going to
talk about the Spy-Agent and how to use the
Spy-Agent and if you want to know how to
use the Spy-Agent that is what this video is
about if you want to know how to use the
Spy-Agent just like we are going to talk

about how to use the Spy-Agent when you
download the Spy-Agent all you have to do is
just click on the download button and it will
take you to the Spy-Agent's home page and
it will say download the latest version of Spy-
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Agent and it should say where you can get it
for free from and after you finish

downloading it you will just click on the free
icon and after you finish downloading it from

there it will say Downloading it now and
when you click Downloading it now it will just
say getting Spy-Agent and it will be getting
Spy-Agent when you click Downloading it

now it will just say getting Spy-Agent and it
will be downloaded and when it is

downloaded and you finish installing it you
will just click on the icon and after that it will
say installing it now and then after you finish

installing it you will click the icon at the
bottom right it will show the home icon and
if you are ready to use the Spy-Agent then
you will just click on the home icon and if
you want to know more on how to use the

Spy-Agent just like we are going to talk
about how to use the Spy-Agent go ahead
and just press the play icon now and when

you press the play icon it will say please sign
up to login to Spy-Agent if you don't have an

account you just sign up to login to Spy-
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Agent and the login for the Spy-Agent is
000-000-000-000 if you want to know more
on how to get your password for the Spy-
Agent then just go ahead and press the

button and it will just say this is your
password to login to the Spy-
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